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Abstract  
Over the past 15 years, accelerators emerged as a popular and distinct new form of intermediary 
organization, playing a key role in supporting entrepreneurial and innovation activities. To date, 
despite significant growth in accelerators research, there is still little understanding of how 
different forms of accelerators operate, and what outcomes they produce across different contexts. 
This paper reviews the existing scholarly research on accelerators using the Context-Intervention-
Mechanism-Outcome framework and is based on the analysis of 98 research papers on accelerators 
published in the last 15 years. The analysis identifies four mechanisms which explain how 
accelerators operate and the role they play in supporting entrepreneurship and innovation: the 
validation of ideas and products; the provision of product development and models learning; the 
provision of support to increase startups’ market access & growth; and the provision of support 
for innovation. The paper identifies the methodological and theoretical gaps in current research 
and provides avenues to support future research and industry practice. 
                                                 








1. Introduction  
Accelerators as a distinct form of innovation intermediaries are a relatively recent phenomenon. 
The first accelerator, the Y Combinator, was founded a mere 14 years ago in 2005. Nevertheless, 
their impact on developing entrepreneurial ecosystems and fostering communities of innovation 
has been dramatic (Drori and Wright 2018). Since 2005, the Y Combinator funded over 450 
startups with a cumulative valuation of more than $7.8 billion (Cohen 2013). By 2016, there were 
over 3000 accelerators worldwide (Hochberg 2016), providing funding, by 2018, to over 7,000 
start-ups (Seed-DB 2018).  
While some research considers accelerators as a special form of incubators (Gliedt et al. 2018; 
Hausberg and Korreck 2018), others recognize them as a distinct organizational form characterized 
by a distinct set of features depending on the services they provide to their start-up users (Pauwels 
et al. 2016). Moreover, in contrast to incubators, accelerators are characterized by a much shorter 
time of their support programs (Cohen 2013). They are not designed to provide physical resources 
or office space over a long period of time for startups, are less focused on venture capitalists as 
next step of finance, and aim to encourage business development through the provision of intensive 
time-limited support (Miller and Bound 2011; Pauwels et al. 2016).  
Despite the relative newness of the accelerators phenomena, there is a wealth of research 
examining accelerators (Cohen 2013; Cohen et al. 2019; Cohen and Hochberg 2014; Drori and 
Wright 2018; Drover et al. 2017; Isabelle 2013; Kohler 2016; Miller and Bound 2011; Pauwels et 
al. 2016; Radojevich-Kelley and Hoffman 2012), including already two systematic literature 
reviews which refer also to business accelerators, one on business incubation intermediaries 
(Hausberg and Korreck 2018) and another one on innovation intermediaries (Gliedt et al. 2018), a 
book of articles coordinated by Drori and Wright (2018), and a book concerning social accelerators 
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(Roberts and Lall 2018). There is however also a growing recognition that we need more 
systematic research to understand what accelerators are, how they operate, and what role they play 
in supporting the development of their participating start-ups, and more broadly in shaping the 
innovation entrepreneurial landscape (Drori and Wright 2018). Recent research calls for further 
study to examine accelerators as specific organizational forms (Drover et al. 2017; Roundy 2017) 
with distinct business models (Cohen et al. 2019) to better understand the acceleration process. 
Such calls highlight the need for researchers to clarify the portfolio of services accelerators offer 
(Battistella et al. 2017; Brown and Mawson 2016; Isabelle 2013; Miller and Bound 2011), to better 
understand their practices, and to clarify their outcomes both on participating start-ups (Battistella 
et al. 2017; Clarysse and Yusubova 2014; Cohen 2013; Cohen and Hochberg 2014), and on the 
whole entrepreneurial ecosystem (Cohen et al. 2019). Other researchers point to the lack of an 
over-arching theoretical framework covering the accelerator phenomena which hampers the ability 
to holistically understand their impact on the development of entrepreneurial ventures (Qin et al. 
2019).  
In response to these calls, this study aims to provide a holistic understanding of the acceleration 
process - their modus operandi - that addresses the context in which accelerators operate and their 
practices, the services they deliver, and the outcomes they achieve. By focusing on accelerators, 
we differentiate from other reviews that examined intermediary organizations for start-up 
incubation support in general (Hausberg and Korreck 2018) or within narrow contexts, e.g. green 
technology (Gliedt et al. 2018). We also rigorously present findings into the services, outcomes 
and contexts in which accelerators operate allowing us to identify a set of mechanisms that define 
accelerators’ modus operandi and explain their impact. By doing so we contribute to 
entrepreneurship and innovation research in general, accelerators research in particular by offering 
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a framework that can inform both future research and practice, for example by guiding efforts to 
measure results of accelerating programs (Cohen et al. 2019), and to identify examples of best 
practices that can be transferred across contexts (Clarysse et al. 2015). 
The paper is structured as follows. The next section explains the methodology, followed by a 
section presenting the results of our analysis. Section four outlines the avenues for future research, 
and section five includes concluding remarks, implications for practice and limitations. 
2. Methodology 
Following the recommendations of Tranfield et al. (2003), our systematic literature review 
comprised three stages: planning, involving the identification of the research question, conducting, 
involving searching for relevant literature and its analysis (screening, extracting and coding), and 
reporting.  Figure 1 describes the procedure we followed, including the activities we undertook 
during each step.  
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
2.1 First iteration 
We started by running a pilot search (Activity A1 – see Figure 1), in order to establish a search 
strategy (Result R1) and identify the search terms (R2). The first search (A2, later updated in A5) 
was performed initially in June 2017 on the Web of Science (WoS) database. WoS was chosen 
due to its comprehensiveness as it includes a wide range of academic sources (Hausberg and 
Korreck 2018). Our search strategy involved searching for the following terms in the title, abstract 
and keywords of sources: “business accelerator*”, “corporate accelerator*”, “entrepreneurial 
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accelerator*”, “entrepreneurship accelerator*”, “innovation accelerator*”, “open accelerator*”, 
“seeds accelerator*”, “startup accelerator*”, “success accelerator*”, “university accelerator*” and 
“venture accelerator*”. We constrained the search to (1) publications in English and (2) the source 
to belong to one of the following WoS categories: management, planning, development, business, 
economics, finance, public administration, multidisciplinary sciences or education scientific 
disciplines, education educational research, social sciences interdisciplinary, social issues. This 
search returned 271 sources (R3). At A3, we removed duplicates and reviewed the abstracts of 
these sources guided by our inclusion (sources presenting theoretical or practical aspects 
concerning accelerators) and exclusion criteria (sources with a different topic, focusing mainly on 
business incubators, presenting different equipment termed as accelerators) (I1). Each source was 
evaluated by two of the authors. In case of doubt, the article was fully read and discussed between 
the two authors to until a common agreement was reached. The result of the first screening was 37 
eligible sources. We extracted the data from these sources (A4), and also sought to identify other 
relevant papers cited within these sources. 
Data extraction was made using an online data collection sheet (I2) which included the following 
generic descriptors: authors, year of publication, title, journal, number of citations (in the Web of 
Science), type of work (empirical or theoretical), primary or secondary focus on accelerators, 
methodology, geographical area covered, and relevant cited sources. To perform our analysis, we 
followed the Context-Intervention-Mechanisms-Outcome (CIMO) methodology (Denyer et al. 
2008). CIMO analysis serves to identify the mechanisms that explain a phenomena - in our case 
how accelerators operate - by considering the contexts in which they operate, the interventions 
accelerators deliver in the form of the portfolio of services offered to their start-up users, and their 
outcomes in terms of their influence on entrepreneurship and innovation activities. To complement 
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CIMO analysis, we also extracted the codes for accelerator definition from our sources. To support 
coding (A8) we thus developed specific coding categories (I3-I7) for definitions, context, 
intervention and outcomes. For definitions we coded the source of the definition (whether the 
authors use their own definition, use a definition from another source, compile definitions from 
other sources, or provide no definition), the concept mainly used for accelerators, and the activities 
mentioned in definitions as performed by accelerators. For context we coded the organizational 
(e.g. universities, corporations, communities, governments, or private) and industrial setting (e.g. 
IT) where accelerators were set up. For intervention, we identified the services accelerators 
provide relative to Cohen and Hochberg's (2014) comprehensive classification. We coded the 
outcomes according to the levels at which these outcomes refer to: the level of the startup firms 
participating in the accelerating programs, the accelerator level as a standalone organization, and 
the ecosystem level of which the accelerator is part. Mechanisms (M) were to be identified based 
on the analysis of the C-I-O results. Data extraction and coding was done concurrently by four 
authors, each source being examined independently by two researchers. Where their opinions 
diverged, the issue was discussed with the other members of the team until consensus was reached. 
Our analysis identified the most cited paper (in Google Academic) for business accelerators as 
being a SRRN paper with 87 citations at that time (Cohen and Hochberg 2014), which was not 
available in WoS. This result suggested that relying exclusively on WoS was not appropriate in 
our case. In addition, seeing the recentness of the accelerator phenomena, it was likely that there 
might be more research at an earlier development stage such as conferences, reports and 
dissertations which are not necessarily reflected in the journal databases included in WoS. We thus 
decided to extend our search to other databases (R5). 
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2.2 Second iteration  
A second search (A5) was performed in November 2018 on Scopus, Elsevier and Proquest Central, 
complemented with a manual analysis of in source citations and an update of the original search 
in WoS. Using the same research terms (R2) as at A1, A5 led to the identification of 809 sources. 
After excluding duplicates, and performing a second screening (A6) using the same exclusion and 
inclusion criteria (I1), we were left with 76 sources (R7). We then proceeded to data extraction 
and coding (A7) in a similar way to A4/5. During data extraction, two further sources were 
excluded based on our inclusion and exclusion criteria. The number of sources included in our 
research at this stage was 74. A final update of the search (A8) on the same databases was made 
in August 2019 (A10), when 24 new sources (R11) matching our inclusion and exclusion criteria 
were identified, raising the total number of sources to 98. 
3. Results  
In this section we describe the sources and present the key findings from our analysis following 
CIMO framework. Section 3.1. presents the descriptive analysis, followed in section 3.2. by the 
discussion of the findings concerning the approach to define accelerators. Section 3.3. presents the 
CIMO results, discussing the accelerators context, intervention and outcomes identified in existing 
research. Finally, in section 3.3.4. we discuss the results of CIMO analysis which led to the 
identification of four types of accelerator mechanisms that typify kinds of interventions leading to 
certain outcomes within specific contexts.  
3.1 Descriptive analysis 
The 98 sources were published between 2004 and November 2019 (see Table 1). Almost 40% 
entered the literature within the last two years (n=42), the peak was in 2018 (n=29) which was the 
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last full year to be included in our review, suggesting an upwards trend in studying this topic. Out 
of 98 sources, the majority (n=76) are journal articles, the rest being conference papers (n=10), 
reports (n=5), theses (n=2), book chapters (n=4), and a book.  
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
Concerning the country of origin, a large number of sources examine accelerators across multiple 
countries (n=30), and a significant number of sources (n=18) either do not mentioned a location, 
or do not focus on a particular accelerator. Where a country was mentioned, 19 studies focused on 
Western Europe, 16 on North America accelerators, 7 on Asia, 5 on Australia and New-Zeeland, 
3 on South America, and none in Africa. As expected, current research focuses on examining 
accelerator processes in western world, with little interest in developing countries.  
Regarding their scope, 73 sources focus on accelerators, with the remainder (n=25) covers 
accelerators as part of a wider phenomenon (e.g. incubation). The significant size of accelerator 
dedicated research indicates that acceleration have become a research topic in itself, distinct from 
other forms of innovation intermediaries (such as incubators). 83 sources are empirical papers, 
while the rest are conceptual papers (n=11), literature reviews (n=2) and systematic literature 
reviews (n=2). As expected with early stage phenomenon, most research is exploratory and relies 
on qualitative methods (61 from 83 empirical papers), with much fewer studies using quantitative 
(n=15) or mixed methods (n=7). 
3.2 Definitions analysis 
The definition of accelerators remains discordant. Within the 98 sources, 26 provided their own 
definition of the concept, 24 did not frame the concept in a definition, and 48 compiled a definition 
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using different existing sources. Despite the lack of a commonly agreed definition, our analysis 
points to a diversity in how research presents what accelerators are. Originally presented as a kind 
of incubator (n=6), currently the research defines accelerators a distinct form of innovation 
intermediary (n=24), while a number of studies focus on examining the range of services they offer 
through emphasising the differences with those delivered by incubators (n=46). Studies defining 
accelerators as an incubation model refer to accelerators as “a new incubation model” (Clarysse et 
al. 2015), “a new form of rapid business incubation” (Jackson and Richter 2017), “a type of 
incubation program that are concerned with attracting, supporting and developing new ventures” 
(Malek et al. 2014), and “an emerging incubation-like model” (Yang et al. 2018) and consider that 
accelerators derive many of their characteristics from business incubators. The first definition 
attempt of the term “accelerator” dates back only eight years ago, when (Miller and Bound 2011) 
conducted the first in depth study on the evolution, benefits and business models of accelerators 
and their programmes. This marked the beginning of new era for accelerator research as scholars 
define accelerators as a new form of organization, distinct from incubators (n=24). A greater 
majority of the studies (n=46) focuses on examining the various services provided by accelerators 
in contrast with those offered by incubators (e.g. (Cohen and Hochberg 2014)). The most 
commonly noted differences include the duration of the programs with accelerators offering a 
shorter participation in the program as compared to incubators (n=18), the target client groups, 
with accelerators targeting established firms with growth potential, while incubators focus on 
assisting startups (n=10); and their business model, with accelerators typically offering financial 
support (n=11). 
Moreover, as accelerator research has gathered pace, definitional efforts have also moved away 
from emphasizing distinction with other forms of incubation, to highlight differences between 
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types of accelerators, mostly by defining different types of accelerators depending on the 
organizational context in which they operate (e.g. corporate versus university accelerators). This 
focus on differentiating between kinds of accelerators can be observed in the proliferation of 
terminology to refer to accelerators visible in studies published in the past 2-3 years, ranging from 
“social accelerator” (Harima and Freudenberg 2019; Pandey et al. 2017), and ”ecosystem builder 
accelerator” (Prexl et al. 2018), to ”prescriptive accelerator” (Mansoori 2017), and ”virtual 
accelerator” (Mitra and Euchner 2016). Our analysis of the main term used to refer to accelerators 
reveals that the most common term is accelerator (n=38), followed by a diversity of specific terms 
including corporate accelerator (n=13), accelerator program (n=8), startup accelerator (n=5), 
innovation accelerator (n=5), business accelerator (n=4), seed accelerator program (n=3), seed 
accelerator (n=3), impact accelerator (n=1), venture accelerator (n=1), social accelerator (n=1), 
prescriptive accelerator (n=1), open innovation accelerator (n=1), investment accelerator (n=1), 
innovation platform (n=1), growth accelerator (n=1), and global accelerator (n=1). 
3.3 CIMO analysis 
CIMO analysis is useful to generate prescriptive knowledge, under the following logic: if you want 
to achieve outcome O in context C, then use intervention type I (Denyer et al., 2008). CIMO-logic 
thus allows us to explain how accelerators operate taking into account their variety and 
particularities. To conduct the analysis, we initially included all empirical sources (n=83). Further 
analysis revealed that four of these sources provided too few details concerning accelerators’ 
operations (Choi and Kim 2018; Frimodig and Torkkeli 2017; Kim and Wagman 2014; Yang et 
al. 2019) and were thus excluded, while two further conceptual papers provided valuable examples 
concerning university accelerators activities (Drori and Wright 2018; Wright et al. 2017) and were 




Context refers to the external and internal environment factors that influence behavioral change 
(Denyer et al. 2008). In our case, the context includes both the (1) organizational context in which 
the accelerator operates and (2) the industry where accelerators were launched. Out of 81 sources, 
13 did not mention any context.  
We identified five organizational contexts in which accelerators exist. The most frequently 
encountered context is the start-up context (n=27), viewed as a business providing funding, 
mentorship and assistance to start-up companies, in batches, pioneered by the founders of Y 
Combinator (Christiansen 2009). The second most common organizational context is 
governmental context (n=21) viewed as a manifestation of government efforts to improve the local 
business ecosystem, for example through encouraging crowd sourcing as a main solution for 
raising capital (e.g. Start-up Chile, (Gonzalez-Uribe and Leatherbee 2016)), or through systematic 
efforts to develop an entrepreneurship training curriculum by partnering up with universities (Qin 
et al. 2019). The corporate context (n=19) concerns accelerators developed either internally within 
existing corporations and aimed at fostering incremental innovation, or externally as a separate 
entity and aimed to generate disruptive innovation (Kanbach and Stubner 2016). Accelerators that 
operate within an university context (n=17) aim either to create a valuable learning experience 
(Adomdza 2016; Mansoori 2017), to foster innovation (Wise and Valliere 2014), or to support 
technology transfer. Finally, community context (n=12) includes accelerators which are meant to 
improve collaboration and create better business ecosystems within specific communities.  
Most accelerators are targeted at specific industries (n=64), with only a few sources mentioning 
industry agnostic accelerators which include startups from any industry (n=5), omitting to specify 
the industry at all (n=16), or focusing on multiple industries are popular (n=20). Among industry 
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specific accelerators IT/technology/clean technologies sector is the most popular (n=31), followed 
by clean energy (n=8), , health (n=5), finance (n=4), biotech, telecom and social fields (each with 
3), aeronautical and agriculture (each with 2), tourism, marketing and entertainment (each with 1).  
3.3.2 Interventions 
Considering the range of services offered by accelerators, we identified three types of 
interventions: narrow, typical, and extended. Only a few sources (n=5) do not mention any services 
in relation to the accelerators investigated thus not allowing the identification of specific 
interventions. The narrow intervention is the least common (n=6) and includes accelerators that 
provide a limited bundle of services such as virtual community support services (Gabrielsson et 
al. 2018; Mitra and Euchner 2016), workshops (Audretsch et al. 2011), a 3-day geek camp plus 
communal housing (Fraiberg 2017), research and development services, clinical development and 
trialing, legal services and financial services (Gardner and Webster 2017), video lectures and case 
studies, online strategy roundtables (Mitra and Euchner 2016) or transforming ideas into workable 
concepts (Alänge and Steiber 2018).  
Typical intervention are the most popular type of intervention (n=45), including accelerators that 
provide a wide range of services such as: mentoring, coaching, selecting participants organized in 
cohorts, boot-camp training over a fixed period, preparation to pitch investors during the demo-
day, networking, access to financing, all in exchange of equity. Typical interventions may include 
either accelerators offering the same program package to all participatory firms, or accelerators 
that provide customized programs by designing distinctive programs for firms at different stages 
(Breznitz and Zhang 2019). 
The extended intervention (n=36) involves the inclusion of additional services to typical 
interventions based on the participants’ needs. The most commonly offered additional services 
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include: office space (Clarysse et al. 2015; Clarysse and Yusubova 2014; Connolly et al. 2018; 
Drori and Wright 2018; Fernandes 2016; Gonzalez-Uribe and Leatherbee 2016; Goswami et al. 
2018; Grilo et al. 2017; Gutstein and Brem 2018; Kanbach and Stubner 2016; Lall et al. 2013; 
Miles et al. 2017; Radojevich-Kelley and Hoffman 2012; Thompson 2012; Uhm et al. 2018; 
Vandeweghe and Fu 2018); free housing (Bliemel et al. 2019; Brown et al. 2019; Fernandes 2016; 
Fraiberg 2017; Harima and Freudenberg 2019; Thompson 2012; Uhm et al. 2018); and building a 
product (Caley and Kula 2013; Glinik 2019; Grilo et al. 2017; Malek et al. 2014; Shao and Shi 
2018; Vandeweghe and Fu 2018). Less observed are services such as: financial and legal support 
(Clarysse et al. 2015; Gardner and Webster 2017; Glinik 2019; Grilo et al. 2017; Shao and Shi 
2018; Thompson 2012); stipends (Connolly et al. 2018; Thompson 2012); catering, materials 
needed for the workshop, and participant incentives are arranged (Gutstein and Brem 2018); 4 
months semi-structured support program with the optional 8 months extension (Wise and Valliere 
2014); targeted networking through the organization of field-specific start-up nights focusing on 
specific industries, teambuilding (Wright et al. 2017) and geek camps (Fraiberg 2017); media 
exposure, brand recognition, exposure to relevant and timely R&D, post-program support to all of 
their graduates at no cost (Lall et al. 2013; Pandey et al. 2017), internet marketing (Uhm et al. 
2018), creating and submitting all of the company formation documents on the behalf of the 
participants (Christiansen 2009); offering free access to online platforms (Adomdza 2016), or more 
widely Internet access, encouragement, assistance and help with technical issues (Radojevich-
Kelley and Hoffman 2012), HR/recruitment support (Lall et al. 2013), and help to accommodate 
to the local business environment such as finding accommodation, opening a bank account, getting 




To analyze outcomes, we differentiate between the levels at which they relate to (participating 
startups, the accelerators themselves as an organization, and the wider ecosystem level) and their 
nature (soft or hard depending on whether they translate directly into economic benefits) (see Table 
2). 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 
The top five outcomes identified at startups’ level are funding (n=42), validation (product or idea) 
(n=32), product development (n=30), network (n=27), and knowledge (n=26). Validation, 
referring to product or business idea validation, is an implicit result related to the participation in 
classic accelerators (Regmi et al. 2015), but it can be generated as a result of the enrollment in a 
virtual accelerator (Mitra and Euchner 2016), or the participation in a workshop (Audretsch et al. 
2011). Network concerns access to an international network of partners of the accelerator 
(Assudani et al. 2017; Shao and Shi 2018), access to corporate suppliers and customers (Shankar 
and Shepherd 2018), access to advisers or venture capital (Regmi et al. 2015). Knowledge outcome 
is related to knowledge acquired through training and mentoring (Pandey et al. 2017; Uhm et al. 
2018), useful for creating products and services, for running a business or for creating a business 
model.   
The top four outcomes at accelerators level mentioned by our sources are the number of 
participants (n=18), number of applicants (n=14), startups survival rate (n=14), and funds provided 
to startups (n=10). A few studies highlight the problems with this approach to consider outcomes 
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which are supposed to define accelerators performance (Isabelle 2013; Richter et al. 2018): number 
of participants, or funds provided refer to outputs of the accelerator programs, i.e. a direct 
immediate-term result created at the end of a process, rather than outcomes, such as the startup 
survival rate, which are non-immediate results reflecting the performance of the accelerating 
process. 
The top three outcomes generated by accelerators at ecosystem level are: network builder (n=31), 
innovation enabler (n=18), and entrepreneurship culture (n=11). Accelerators are network builders 
by improving the survival rate of startups (Bustamante 2018); by creating new networks formed 
by startups, venture capital and mentors; by uniting a community (Bliemel et al. 2016; Gonzalez-
Uribe and Leatherbee 2016) through increasing connections with the local (Byrd et al. 2017), and 
international (Fraiberg 2017) community; by stimulating other organizations to develop the 
ecosystem (Iwamoto 2016); and by ensuring new business relations between startups and existing 
corporations (Malek et al. 2014). Accelerators enable innovation by speeding it up (Gabrielsson et 
al. 2018), by helping companies to develop new ideas (Gutstein and Brem 2018), to test and share 
ideas (Lundsgaarde 2017), and by creating an innovation culture (Aragon et al. 2017). The 
entrepreneurship culture is a long-term outcome of accelerators’ programs, and is generally 
observed by examining the change in people’s interest in entrepreneurship (Adomdza 2016), or in 
people’s tolerance to failure (McHugh et al. 2013).  
Out of the 81 sources included in the CIMO analysis, only one paper mentions any negative 
outcomes related to accelerators (Miller and Bound 2011), including the danger that they exploit 
startup funders (at startup level), and their role in creating a bubble, and diverting talent from other, 
more economically beneficial pursuits (at ecosystem level). 
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We also analyzed outcomes depending on their nature. Similarly with Voisey et al. (2006) we 
differentiate between soft outcomes including personal skills, knowledge, validation, and hard 
outcomes including funding, market access, access to research facilities, exits. Hard outcomes 
refer to economic benefits and results, with soft outcomes comprising non-economic results which 
may however be important as an intermediate stage on the road to achieving hard outcomes. We 
further differentiated between two types of hard outcomes depending on their magnitude: average 
hard outcomes which are associated to incremental innovation and the transformation of an idea 
into a successful business on the market; and top hard outcomes associated with radical innovation 
and the creation of innovative products or business models. Average hard outcomes include 
funding, market success, jobs created, while top hard outcomes include exits, startups valuation, 
or economic wealth generation. The analysis reveals that hard outcomes (including both average 
and top hard outcomes as described before) are dominant, though their presence varies across 
levels. At startup level most sources mention both soft outcomes and hard outcomes (n=40), 18 
mention hard outcomes, and 14 soft outcomes, while 9 have mentioned no outcomes. At 
accelerator level, the most popular are hard outcomes (n=28), with other types are less mentioned 
(for soft n=4, for hard & soft n=2), while for the ecosystem level the number of sources which 
identified hard outcomes is even higher (n=35), 9 mention both hard & soft outcomes, and 4 
mention only soft outcomes. 
3.3.4 Mechanisms 
Mechanisms are recognized as the key results of synthesizing research, providing basic theory on 
why specific outcomes emerge (Denyer et al., 2008). Mechanisms are more broadly understood as 
one of the processes in a material system that makes it what it is, such as photosynthesis in plants, 
litigations in courts of law and work in organizations (Bunge 2004). In the context of accelerators, 
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mechanisms thus refer to the processes that explain their peculiar functioning or activity, in other 
words, their modus operandi - the processes that make accelerators what they are. Because most 
mechanisms are concealed, they have to be conjectured (Bunge 2004) as their identification is not 
straightforward. Following Denyer et al. (2008), one way of identifying mechanisms is through 
considering the processes triggered by specific interventions in a specific context (Denyer et al., 
2008). 
For establishing the mechanisms that characterize accelerators, we have analyzed the links evident 
in existing research between accelerators’ contexts, interventions and outcomes. Context based 
categorization of accelerators, such as differentiating between ecosystem builder (corporate 
accelerator), deal-flow maker (startup accelerators), and welfare stimulator (government 
accelerators) (Pauwels et al., 2016), while usefully distinguishing between contexts, cannot 
associate interventions – i.e. services that accelerators offer, with the outcomes accelerators 
achieve in specific contexts or for specific bundle of services delivered at the different levels we 
considered: start-ups, accelerators and ecosystem level. For example, welfare stimulator 
accelerators, such as the Startup Chile Ecosystem (Gonzalez-Uribe and Leatherbee 2016), has 
similar interventions and outcomes as individually operated accelerators (e.g. Y Combinator), and 
ecosystem builder accelerators (Mahmoud-Jouini et al. 2018). More confusedly, research has also 
found that accelerators which run similar typical interventions generate in similar contexts 
different outcomes for different participants. This variation in outcomes across similar 
interventions and contexts has been explained based on the different types of participants 
involvement in the process, and based on different participants’ situational logic (Jackson and 
Richter 2017). Our analysis of outcomes identified in existing research suggests however that this 
variation in outcomes might also be due to the confusion between output and outcomes, and to the 
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different time perspectives different studies may take in measuring outcomes. Measuring the 
outcomes of same interventions in similar contexts over short versus long term is thus likely to 
lead to different (soft versus hard) outcomes. 
Our CIMO analysis suggests that it is possible to link outcomes (hard and soft) to specific 
interventions (typical, average and extended) to identify specific mechanisms that explain how 
different types of accelerators operate. Considering our approach which differentiates between the 
range of interventions offered (rather than bundling different interventions together depending on 
context) into narrow, typical and extended, we have observed that the different range of 
interventions on offer are associated with different types of outcomes: narrow interventions such 
as competitions for students (Adomdza 2016), university accelerators (Glinik 2019), workshops 
(Gutstein and Brem 2018), or corporate internal accelerators (Selig et al. 2018) seem to lead to soft 
outcomes including idea discovery and validation, learning, and the development of an an 
entrepreneurial culture and self-confidence. In contrast, extended interventions tend to lead to top 
hard outcomes including exits, new technologies with high impact on the market, and increased 
number of employees at ecosystem level. Typical interventions are somewhere in between, leading 
to providing a range of both soft (validation and learning) and hard (economic results through 
access to new markets and growth in revenue / performance) outcomes, what we have termed 
previously as average hard outcomes. We thus differentiate 4 types of mechanisms that explain the 
association between these interventions and set of outcomes: two types of mechanisms that 
associate interventions with soft outcomes: validation, learning, one type of mechanism that 
associate intervention with average hard outcomes: access and growth, and one type of mechanism 
that links intervention with top hard outcomes: innovation (see Table 3). 
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The four mechanisms explain the relationship between I-O either directly, where a particular 
intervention leads to a particular set out outcomes (e.g. narrow interventions lead to validation and 
learning); or indirectly, as a particular mechanism triggers other mechanisms (e.g. validation, 
explained by a particular combination of intervention and outcomes, leads to learning, which could 
lead to innovation) (see Figure 2). 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
M1. Validation is a basic mechanism describing simple accelerators which run narrow 
interventions such as workshops or meetings (real or virtual) leading to a soft outcome - 
accepting/validating entrepreneurs’ ideas. Validation accelerators’ main goal is supporting 
entrepreneurs to engage in idea discovery and validation. Idea validation represents a basic activity 
during the acceleration process for startups, which often, but not necessarily, complements 
learning, and which can be seen as the trigger for launching a business (i.e. a precursor to access 
& growth). While validation has been considered a by-product of the acceleration process (Drori 
and Wright 2018), our analysis indicates that it represents an essential process that accelerators 
perform by leveraging a narrow range of services to validate a product/idea. There are few 
accelerators which can be termed validation accelerators, such as a two-day workshop (Gutstein 
and Brem 2018) or an innovation platform where individuals present and evaluate their ideas 
(Gabrielsson et al. 2018), with most accelerators providing also other services. A range of context 
based accelerators such as university competitions for students (Adomdza 2016), university 
accelerators (Glinik 2019), corporate internal accelerators (Selig et al. 2018), and social 
accelerators (Roberts and Lall 2018) can be mainly validation oriented. Validation accelerators are 
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the least common in our sources (n=5) though validation as a soft outcome at startups’ level is 
found in 32 sources. 
M2. Learning is another basic mechanism observed regardless of accelerators’ context 
(university, community related, or startups) which explains the connection between narrow 
interventions and soft outcome which represents learning – acquiring new relevant information, 
knowledge and skills. Pure learning accelerators interventions are related to helping entrepreneurs 
to gain skills while they are experimenting with specific ideas (i.e. learning without validation), 
although most soft outcomes oriented accelerators help entrepreneurs to gain business skills while 
they are working on their idea (i.e. validation happens at the same time as learning and the 
accelerator combine learning and  validation mechanisms). The narrow interventions associated to 
learning are online learning, workshops, geek camps, while the soft outcomes of learning 
accelerators include business and technical knowledge, vicarious learning, social capital 
(Etzkowitz 2013; Miles et al. 2017; Mitra and Euchner 2016; Wright et al. 2017). Learning 
accelerators are much more common comparing with validation accelerators (n=23). 
M3. Access & growth is the connection between typical interventions and average hard outcomes. 
It denotes the increased market orientation of some accelerators which focus not simply on 
supporting idea validation and learning, but rather on providing startup firms with average hard 
outcomes: access to investors, avenues to reach new markets, and support for product development 
and launch. The main outcomes of these accelerators are hard average outcomes including the 
number of surviving startups, the number of profitable startups measured at certain points in time 
after graduation. Typical interventions include a wide range of services such as: mentoring, 
coaching, selecting participants organized in cohorts, boot-camp training over a fixed period, 
preparation to pitch investors during the demo-day, networking, and access to financing. These 
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interventions typically generate both average hard outcomes, and the soft outcomes related to 
validation and learning mechanisms. Access & growth accelerators emphasis market success, and 
are the most common mechanisms observed (n=31). 
M4. Innovation is the connection between extended interventions and top hard outcomes. Though 
all accelerators have an innovation focus, we have chosen the term innovation for our last 
mechanism to denote the complex innovation process that occurs in these accelerators. The access 
& growth accelerators focus on market-oriented results (number of survival firms and number of 
profitable firms) and involve the typical interventions to support the development of products to 
reach the market. They do not however support more complex innovation processes that often need 
to accompany efforts to develop and launch new products. In addition to market focused 
interventions, innovation accelerators also offer support to access relevant research, run complex 
technology transfer processes, and possess the capability to adapt their interventions to suit 
startups’ characteristics and needs. Innovation accelerators aim to support the creation of complex, 
often research intensive, products and services and deliver them to the market. Such complexity 
requires extended interventions such as research support, post-program support, and lengthier 
interventions. Innovation accelerators lead mostly to top hard outcomes including the number of 
exits, the number of technologies with high impact on the market, the number of employees, and 
the introduction of a different technological paradigm within an industry. Innovation (n=30) is the 
second most observed mechanism in our sources. 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
INSERT TABLE 3 HERE 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
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Mechanisms emerged as the key explanatory characteristic of accelerators, depicting the process 
through which interventions transform into outcomes. Following Bunge’s (2004) terminology, 
validation, learning, access & growth and innovation are essential mechanisms that represent 
specific functions performed by accelerators. Our analysis demonstrates that it is these essential 
mechanisms: validation, learning, access & growth and innovation, rather than the context in 
which accelerators operate (cf. Pauwels et al. 2016), that uniquely define how they operate. 
However, our analysis also finds that specific contexts are often associated with some 
interventions, for example universities are more inclined to organize students competitions 
(Adomdza 2016), while larger and world-wide recognized accelerators are more inclined to focus 
on top hard outcomes. However, the way in which accelerators operate seems to be explained by 
the connection between interventions and outcomes, rather than by the organizational context in 
which they are embedded. The proposed mechanisms offer a fresh perspective explaining the way 
in which accelerators work, these results being in line with previous studies performed on 
technology business incubation mechanisms (Lamine et al. 2018). 
Considering the four mechanisms which emerged in our research, we define accelerators as: 
organizations which provide support for startups in order to accelerate their development 
through one or more processes: learning, validation, access & growth, and innovation. 
4. An agenda for future accelerators research 
Building on our review of accelerator research, we highlight the shortcomings in the current 
conceptualization of accelerators (through our analysis of definitions of accelerators), develop a 
future research agenda aimed at improving the understanding of how they operate (through our 
CIMO analysis), and point to a few methodological shortcomings evident in current research and 
suggest avenues to address these in the future. 
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4.1 What are accelerators: shortcomings and future research 
Our definitional analysis indicates an evolution in how research conceptualizes the accelerator 
phenomena, moving from seeing it as a specific form of incubation, to understanding it as a distinct 
organizational form and finally to explaining it through emphasizing variation between its different 
forms. All such conceptualizations focus on defining accelerators with respect to the services they 
provide (i.e. interventions) vis-à-vis services offered by other forms of innovation intermediaries 
(i.e. incubators), and more recently across organizational contexts in which they occur (e.g. 
corporate versus university). While such a conceptualization was critical in setting up the 
acceleration process as a distinct phenomenon, and in highlighting the variety within the 
accelerator landscape, it is less useful in clarifying the underlying processes that make accelerators 
what they are. Conceptualizing accelerators in terms of what they are not (i.e. not incubators) or 
by where they are contextually situated (differentiating between types of accelerators) fails to 
explain what acceleration really is (Brown and Mawson 2016; Qin et al. 2019). Such approaches 
black box the concept, hampering researchers’ ability to explain for example why similar types of 
accelerators lead to different outcomes.  
Our proposition for a definition based on accelerators mechanisms which links context, 
interventions and outcomes, aims to open the accelerators black box and thus to provide the 
conceptual means through which further research can examine and explain the ways in which 
different accelerators (characterized by different mechanisms) pursue different interventions in 
different contexts, leading to different outcomes.  
Beyond offering a new way of conceptualizing accelerators – as defined by their underlying 
mechanisms – our review also points to a range of avenues for future research. The plethora of 
studies focusing on defining acceleration process highlights that the industry around providing 
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support for entrepreneurial firms is now well established, and populated by a range of intermediary 
firms, among which accelerators organization are but one – increasingly seen as distinct – 
organizational actor (Hausberg and Korreck 2018). As a new form of organization emerging within 
a new industry, accelerators offer a range of interesting avenues to further research. For example, 
little is known about the evolution of accelerators as a new form of innovation intermediary actors 
(Kim and Wagman 2014), and the patterns of professionalization within this field. Research could 
consider here for example how accelerators became legitimate actors, and what kind of 
legitimation strategies and mechanisms did they use? Is there such a thing as accelerator 
professionals and what do they look like? It would also be relevant to consider the business 
model(s) that accelerators adopt to create and deliver value within the wider entrepreneurial 
ecosystem (Cohen et al. 2019; Gliedt et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2018), and to understand how such 
models relate to the underlying mechanisms. A further relevant area of research is examining how, 
within an increasingly crowded entrepreneurial support landscape, accelerators compete against 
other intermediary actors for startup attention (Dempwolf et al. 2014). Such research would be 
critical to understand the pattern of evolution, professionalization, value creation and competition 
within this emerging field.  
4.2 How to understand what accelerators do: shortcomings and future research 
Our analysis explains what accelerators do (their mechanisms) through examining the context in 
which they operate, the intervention (services) they deliver and the outcomes they achieve. Our 
analysis revealed underexplored subjects across all four areas and highlights future areas of 
research for each. 
We found a huge interest in examining a wide range of organizational contexts in which 
accelerators operate (e.g. government, corporate, university, community), and a tendency to use 
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such contexts to define what accelerators do (e.g. Pauwels et al. 2016). While some contextual 
areas tend to be over represented, such as business and government, other tend to be less examined, 
such as social (Roberts and Lall 2018), or even corporate (Prexl et al. 2018; Selig et al. 2018). A 
key tendency in existing research is a diversification of the specific contexts which researchers 
examine, such as social (e.g. Roberts and Lall 2018), which is likely to amplify in the near future. 
More promising areas of research include examining issues such as the governance of accelerators 
in specific organizational contexts (for an exception see Vandeweghe and Fu, 2018), or their 
strategies and culture which are largely ignored by current research. For example the literature 
does not provide any example of how to implement and coordinate a corporate accelerator 
(Connolly et al. 2018). There are also limited efforts to compare accelerators operating across 
different contexts, thus illuminating which best practices are transmissible across context (or not) 
(Clarysse et al. 2015). This calls for comparison research studies (see section 4.3.) 
Our research also highlighted that by and large, research examines industry specific accelerators 
with the IT industry being over represented, and focuses on accelerators located in the western 
world, with very limited research examining this phenomenon in developing or low-income 
countries. There are thus opportunities for research to focus on less examined industries, more 
likely niche contexts such as environmentally sustainable industries (Gliedt et al. 2018), or specific 
application areas (e.g. frugal innovation or technology for good), and to examine the accelerator 
process in other national context, beyond the western world (e.g. Africa). The focus on the western 
world means there is little understanding of how national culture in particular, but also the broader 
national institutional environment more generally shapes accelerators operations. Linking 
accelerators research with the broader sectorial, regional and national context represent a fruitful 
avenue for future research, especially seeing that many recent studies argue that the role of 
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accelerators in the wider entrepreneurial ecosystems is not yet properly addressed (Cohen et al. 
2019; Yang et al. 2018).  
Our review of interventions revealed a proliferation of extended approaches to deliver services to 
startup firms, going beyond the typical bundle of services to include a range of additional new 
services such as lean startup training (Mansoori 2017; Uhm et al. 2018), and design thinking 
(Glinik 2019) often delivered in innovative ways, such as through the use of open innovation 
(Gutstein and Brem 2018) and living lab approaches (Haukipuro et al. 2019). Changes in the way 
in which these services are provided, either through a standard package or through customization 
(Breznitz and Zhang 2019), has also been observed.  
While research documented the proliferation of these services, the implications that these changes 
in interventions (in terms of both service extension and degree of customization) have on 
accelerators’ operations, and the evidence base on which these services are provided to clients are 
less understood. There is thus scope for further research to examine how different levels of services 
add value to both accelerators and startup clients (Choi and Kim 2018). There are also 
opportunities for better theoretical grounding of such studies on interventions by drawing from 
theories related to entrepreneurial development and education. For example, more research into 
the learning effects that the services provided by accelerators offer to participants (Cohen et al. 
2019) is also needed. Theoretical frameworks such as market positioning and resource-based view 
would also be useful to examine the strategies through which accelerators may exploit their 
resources, and alter their service offering to position their service differently in the market, for 
example by offering customization options. 
Our analysis of outcomes revealed a tendency to confuse outcomes with outputs, especially for 
considering results at accelerator level, a focus on hard (economic) rather than soft (non-economic) 
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outcomes especially at accelerator and ecosystem levels, and a very strong bias towards positive 
outcomes. The first problem explains to some extent the lack of congruency noted in existing 
research in explanations of accelerators performance and their results (Choi and Kim 2018; 
Hochberg 2016; Miller and Bound 2011). The key shortcoming here is the lack of a theoretically 
informed analysis of accelerators outcome, with most studies focused on identifying a list of 
outcomes, rather than on explaining why they happen in the first place. Moreover, most studies 
consider outcomes holistically, rather than differentiating between stakeholder groups (unless 
these manifest at different levels).  Our approach to rely on CIMO to explain accelerators based 
on their underlying mechanisms offer a first step in this direction, but future research is required 
to better underpin the theoretical foundation of accelerators’ research to understand their results, 
and most importantly differentiate results across relevant stakeholder groups. For example, 
institutional logics could be used to explain how different actors, driven by different logics, engage 
with and perceive differently the value that accelerators provide. Cognitive frames would also be 
useful in explaining how different groups of actors involved in accelerators programs make sense 
differently of the opportunities provided, leading to different outcomes. Stakeholder mapping 
would provide a different perspective in examining variation in outcomes. There is also a strong 
need to differentiate between short and long-term results, which would help alleviate the confusion 
between outputs (immediate results from the accelerating process) and outcomes (non-immediate 
results related to performance), as well as help understanding better the relation between soft and 
hard outcomes. This would require different methodological approaches discussed in the next 
section (e.g. longitudinal studies). Seeing the wide range of soft outcomes evident at startup level, 
considering longer time frames to understand the processes involved in and the factors that 
contribute to their transformation (or lack of) into hard outcomes represent a key area of future 
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research. Finally, there is a strong need for more nuanced analysis of outcomes, to encompass both 
positive but also the negative consequences (Drover et al. 2017; Qin et al. 2019; Regmi et al. 2015). 
To do so, we suggest both more inclusive research designs that include a wider range of 
participants, as well as a longer time frame to better understand the longer-term effects of 
accelerator programs (see section 4.3.). 
Finally, our identification of the four mechanisms explaining how accelerators operate offer 
important avenues for future research. Regarding learning for example, there is limited knowledge 
about what is actually learnt in the acceleration programs, and how effective they are in the process 
of learning (Seet et al. 2018). Future research would be needed to understand how accelerators 
support entrepreneurial learning process, what practices are more effective, and in what contexts. 
Regarding the other three mechanisms - validation, access & growth and innovation - there are 
only limited studies addressing the long-term impact of accelerators which have implemented such 
mechanisms. Particularly with regard to innovation, which is the most complex mechanism we 
identified, there is little research understanding the outcomes that such innovative accelerators 
have longer term in terms of their provision of technology transfer (Bliemel et al. 2016; Byrd et 
al. 2017; Grilo et al. 2017), open innovation (Battistella et al. 2017; Jackson and Richter 2017), or 
social innovation (Iwamoto 2016) services.  
4.3 Addressing methodological shortcomings 
As expected in the case of an early stage phenomenon, our analysis found that most research is 
exploratory and relies on qualitative methods, most often case study methods (Colombo et al. 
2018), with much fewer quantitative or mixed methods studies. Typically, the recommendations 
in these cases for future research is to focus on quantitative studies that are better placed to test 
theories, and examine large scale impact of a suite of contexts and interventions onto outputs (i.e. 
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performance). Calls for more quantitative studies are thus popular in accelerator research, 
especially for large–scale studies on wider population of entrepreneurs (Brown et al. 2019; 
Tobiassen et al. 2018), from different geographical regions (Clarysse et al. 2015; Clarysse and 
Yusubova 2014) and which should examine the relationship between specific accelerators and 
specific entrepreneurs (Pandey et al., 2017). Such researchers argue that larger samples (more 
accelerators) and more types of accelerators (with different business models and different 
international contexts) might generate more interesting results (Miller and Bound 2011; Wise and 
Valliere 2014). While we acknowledge that there is significant value in engaging in such larger 
scale, quantitative studies, our review also points to the need to better conceptualize the accelerator 
phenomenon, to seek better theoretical underpinning of accelerator research (see earlier section), 
and to examine accelerators more in depth across different groups of participants, contexts, and 
periods of time. All these call for further explorative studies, requiring more nuanced qualitative 
methodologies beyond the current focus on case studies research supported by interviews. We 
highlight three aspects that future qualitative research should address. First, we argue for more 
comparative studies of accelerators. Comparison research designs are relevant because they can 
easily identify variation in accelerators mechanisms linking contexts and intervention to specific 
outcomes, thus elucidating the effectiveness and value–added contributions of accelerators 
(Clarysse et al. 2015). Comparative case studies would help better understanding the differences 
across ecosystems and regions, as well as between accelerators and other types innovation 
intermediaries (Radojevich-Kelley and Hoffman 2012). They would also better clarify the 
outcomes of acceleration through allowing comparison of performance between accelerated and 
non-accelerated ventures (Breznitz and Zhang, 2019; Clarysse et al., 2015; Pauwels et al., 2016), 
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across different types of participants, for example between less experienced and more experienced 
ones (Drover et al. 2017). 
Second, we argue for more longitudinal studies of accelerators that allow the exploration of long-
term process and outcomes and avoid the retrospective bias incurred in one-time case studies. A 
longer time frame would allow for a better understanding of the process of acceleration, both in 
terms of how the startup engage with the services delivered by the accelerator programs, and in 
terms of how the accelerator organization itself develops and delivers the intervention, and may 
evolve its governance, business model, culture and strategies over time. Longitudinal case studies 
would also provide a much better understanding of accelerators outcomes, for example in terms of 
understanding which soft outcomes and under what conditions transform into hard outcomes, and 
in avoiding the conflation of outputs with outcomes by allowing a longer time frame to understand 
the realization of non-immediate outcome results. Even on a smaller time frame, longitudinal 
studies involving “before-during-after” studies (Qin et al. 2019) provide a better way of clarifying 
the results of acceleration programs on participant startups across different contexts and 
interventions, thus enabling the generation of “best practices” to achieve intended outcomes. 
Finally, we argue for more nuanced and inclusive studies of accelerators that can better capture 
the view of different actors involved in the accelerator process. Accelerators operate across a 
variety of contexts involving a wide range of actors, driven by different interests, motivations and 
situation logics which affects their outcomes (Jackson and Richter, 2017). Moving beyond 
interviews for example, to conduct more in depth ethnographic research, including a wider variety 
of sources and covering a wider range of participants would allow a more in depth analysis of the 
views of a wider range of stakeholders, probe their perceptions and experiences better and unveil 
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their guiding frames and logics that may explain their variation in terms of involvement with the 
acceleration phenomenon.  
5. Conclusions 
Although a relatively recent phenomenon, accelerators research has proliferated over the past 15 
years, establishing accelerators as a new and distinct form of innovation intermediary supporting 
startup. Our review aims to draw from current research into accelerators to clarify what 
accelerators are, how they operate, and what role they play in supporting the development of their 
participating start-ups, and more broadly in shaping the innovation entrepreneurial landscape. Our 
analysis leads us to conceptualize accelerators based on the underlying mechanisms that explain 
what they are and which link the context in which they operate with the interventions they deliver 
and the outcomes they realize. We thus aim to open the accelerators black box and provide the 
conceptual means through which further research can examine and explain the ways in which 
different accelerators (characterized by different mechanisms) pursue different interventions in 
different contexts, leading to different outcomes. We identify a number of fruitful areas of future 
research in terms of exploring the patterns of development of this new emerging field, examining 
how such new organizations are managed and coordinated internally, and the implications that 
future innovations will have on their ability to deliver their services and realize their outcomes, 
moving beyond contexts that are currently well understood, and including a wider range of 
stakeholders that would allow for a more nuanced understanding of their outcomes. We also argue 
for more comparison, longitudinal and include qualitative studies.  
The findings of our study also provide valuable insights for accelerators’ managers, entrepreneurs, 
investors and policy makers. Understanding the relationship between specific contexts, 
instruments, mechanisms and outcomes is an important asset for all the stakeholders involved in a 
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business acceleration program. It is widely recognized that acceleration platforms have a key role 
in developing an entrepreneurial climate; and can be perceived as vehicles that could revitalize 
industries and regions (Coste and Gatzke 2017; Prexl et al. 2018). Moreover, the mechanisms we 
identified help practitioners understand the functioning of business accelerators, thus increasing 
the success chances of the acceleration process.  
It is widely recognized that accelerations have a key role in developing an entrepreneurial climate 
and that they can be perceived as vehicles that could revitalize industries and regions (Coste and 
Gatzke 2017; Prexl et al. 2018). Managing accelerators and implementing acceleration programs 
is a challenge due to significant gaps in theory and work practices which our analysis sought to 
address.  
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7. Tables & Figures 
Table 1: The contribution of sources to definition analysis and CIMO-logic    
Notes: OD – own definition, ND – no definition, OSD – other source definition, GAC – Google Academic Citations. 
Authors and year Source type GAC 
05.09.2019 
Definition Used for 
CIMO 
Dominating mechanism 
(Adomdza 2016) Journal 8 ND Yes Validation 
(Alänge and Steiber 2018) Journal 0 ND Yes Innovation 
(Aragon et al. 2017) Journal 1 ND  Yes Innovation 
(Assudani et al. 2017) Journal 1 OSD Yes Learning, Innovation 
(Audretsch et al. 2011) Journal 78 ND  Yes Learning 
(Battistella et al. 2017) Journal 32 S19; S58; S61 Yes Acces&Growth 
(Bauer et al. 2016) Conference 11 S58; OSD No - 
(Bernthal 2015) Journal 19 S23; S51; OSD Yes Learning 
(Berzin and Dearing 2019) Journal  0 ND Yes Learning 
(Bliemel et al., 2016) Report 12 S58; OSD Yes All mechanisms 
(Bliemel et al., 2019) Journal  5 S18; S58; S63 Yes Learning 
(Breznitz and Zhang 2019) Journal  2 ND  Yes Acces&Growth, Innovation 
(Brown and Mawson 2016) Journal 27 OD  Yes Acces&Growth 
(Brown et al. 2019) Journal  3 S08; S39; S58; S61 Yes Access&Growth 
(Bustamante 2018) Journal 4 S19 Yes Acces&Growth 
(Byrd et al. 2017) Journal 2 OD Yes Innovation 
(Caley and Kula 2013) Report 20 S58 Yes Acces&Growth 
(Cantone et al. 2016) Journal 1 ND Yes Innovation 
(Choi and Kim 2018) Journal  0 S08; S18; S19; S58 No - 
(Christiansen 2009) Thesis 54 OD Yes Learning 
(Clarysse & Yusubova, 2014) Conference 20 S58 Yes Learning 
(Clarysse et al., 2015) Report 62 S58; OD Yes Multiple mechanisms 
(Clayton et al. 2018) Journal  31 S19; S61 No - 
(Cohen & Hochberg, 2014) Journal 250 S19; OD No - 
(Cohen & Munoz, 2015) Journal 27 OD Yes Innovation 
(Cohen et al., 2019) Journal  1 S18; S19; S20 Yes Access&Growth 
(Cohen, 2013) Journal 248 OD No - 
(Cohen, 2013) Thesis 34 OD Yes Learning 
47 
 
(Colombo et al. 2018) Book chapter 2 S18; S20 No - 
(Connolly et al. 2018) Journal 0 OSD Yes Innovation 
(Coste and Gatzke 2017) Journal 0 ND Yes Innovation 
(Dempwolf et al. 2014) Report 80 S19; OD No - 
(Drori and Wright 2018) Book chapter 3 S18 Yes Access&Growth, Innovation 
(Drover et al. 2017) Journal 116 OSD No - 
(Dushnitsky and Sarkar 2018) Conference 1 S19 Yes Not visible 
(Etzkowitz 2013) Journal 24 ND Yes Learning 
(Fernandes 2016) Journal 2 S14; S58 Yes Innovation 
(Fraiberg 2017) Journal 16 OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Frimodig and Torkkeli 2017) Journal 3 S18; S19; S61; S63 No - 
(Gabrielsson et al. 2018) Journal 11 ND Yes Innovation 
(Gardner and Webster 2017) Journal 9 ND  Yes Innovation 
(Gliedt et al. 2018) Journal 30 ND No - 
(Glinik 2019) Journal  0 ND  Yes Learning, Validation 
(Gonzalez-Uribe and Leatherbee 2016) Journal 48 S16; OD Yes Learning 
(Goswami et al. 2018) Journal 30 S18; S19; S61 Yes Acces&Growth 
(Grilo et al. 2017) Conference 0 S16 Yes Innovation 
(Gutmann 2019) Journal  4 ND No - 
(Gutstein and Brem 2018) Journal 0 ND Yes Validation 
(Haines 2014) Conference 14 S58 Yes Innovation 
(Hallen et al. 2014) Conference 100 OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Harima and Freudenberg 2019) Journal  0 ND Yes Access&Growth 
(Haukipuro et al. 2019) Journal  0 S18; S19; S23; S40; S61 Yes Innovation 
(Hausberg and Korreck 2018) Journal 29 S18; S19; S39 No - 
(Hochberg 2016) Conference 103 S18; S19; OD No - 
(Isabelle 2013) Journal 129 OSD Yes Learning 
(Iwamoto 2016) Conference 1 S19; S37; S39; S40; S54 Yes Innovation 
(Jackson and Richter 2017) Journal 10 OSD Yes Learning 
(Kanbach and Stubner 2016) Journal 36 S18; S19; S37; S40; S54 No - 
(Kim and Wagman 2014) Journal 45 OD Yes Innovation 
(Kohler 2016) Journal 144 S58 Yes Innovation 
(Kreusel et al. 2018) Journal 2 OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Kupp et al. 2017) Journal 13 ND Yes Acces&Growth 
(Kuschel et al. 2017) Journal 17 OSD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Ladd 2018) Journal 1 ND Yes Innovation 
(Lall et al. 2013) Journal 22 OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Lundsgaarde 2017) Journal 1 ND Yes Innovation 
48 
 
(Mahmoud-Jouini et al. 2018) Journal 2 S19 Yes Innovation 
(Malek et al. 2014) Journal 51 OD Yes Innovation 
(Mansoori 2017) Journal 14 ND Yes Acces&Growth 
(Mansoori et al. 2019) Journal  0 S18 Yes Innovation 
(McHugh et al. 2013) Conference 5 OD Yes Learning 
(Miles et al. 2017) Journal 10 S19; S32; S37; S58; OSD Yes Learning 
(Miller and Bound 2011) Report 272 OD Yes Acces&Growth, Innovation 
(Mitra and Euchner 2016) Journal 2 OD Yes Learning 
(Moschner et al. 2019) Journal  0 OD Yes Innovation 
(Pandey et al. 2017) Journal 14 S19; S58; OSD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Pauwels et al. 2016) Journal 261 S18; S58; OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Prexl et al. 2018) Journal 0 S18; S19; S61 Yes Innovation 
(Price 2004) Journal 19 OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Qin et al. 2019) Journal  1 S38; S58; S61; S69; S84 Yes Learning, Access&Growth 
(Radojevich-Kelley and Hoffman 2012) Journal 128 OSD Yes Learning 
(Regmi et al. 2015) Journal 14 S58 Yes Acces&Growth 
(Richter et al. 2018) Journal 9 S39 Yes Innovation 
(Roberts and Lall 2018) Book 0 S39; S61; OD Yes Learning, Access&Growth 
(Roundy 2017) Journal 19 S19; S37 No - 
(Seet et al. 2018) Journal 9 OD Yes Learning 
(Selig et al. 2018) Conference 6 OD Yes Validation, Innovation 
(Shankar and Shepherd 2018) Journal 8 S46 Yes Acces&Growth 
(Shao and Shi 2018) Journal  1 S61 Yes Access&Growth 
(Thompson 2012) Journal 11 ND Yes Acces&Growth 
(Tobiassen et al. 2018) Conference  0 S18; S19; S61 Yes Learning, Access&Growth 
(Uhm et al. 2018) Journal  1 S06; S18; S37; S61 Yes Access&Growth 
(Vandeweghe and Fu 2018) Book chapter 0 ND Yes Innovation 
(Wise and Valliere 2014) Journal 32 OD Yes Acces&Growth 
(Wright et al. 2017) Journal 65 S61 Yes Learning 
(Yang et al. 2018) Journal 2 S39 No - 
(Yang et al. 2019) Journal  0 S18; S19; S37; S51 No - 




Table 2. Outcomes analysis 
Note: Output – the mentioned outcome is an output according to system theory, Soft = soft 
outcome, Average = average hard outcome, Top = top hard outcome. 
Outcomes for startups (outcome/presence number/percentage) Type? 
Funding 42 51.85% Average 
Validation 32 39.51% Soft 
Product development 30 37.04% Top 
Network 27 33.33% Soft 
Knowledge 26 32.10% Soft 
Market access 12 14.81% Average 
Reputation 7 8.64% Soft 
Social capital 4 4.94% Soft 
Access to investors 4 4.94% Average 
Market success 3 3.70% Average 
Accelerate business development 2 2.47% Average 
Access to resources 2 2.47% Average 
Increased valuation 2 2.47% Top 
Legal support 2 2.47% Average 
Network – international 2 2.47% Top 
Better performance for startups 1 1.23% Average 
Better team – bounding 1 1.23% Soft 
Business advice 1 1.23% Soft 
Growth 1 1.23% Average 
New business ideas 1 1.23% Soft 
Promotion 1 1.23% Average 
Research access 1 1.23% Top 
50 
 
Scalable business model 1 1.23% Top 
Self-confidence 1 1.23% Soft 
Space 1 1.23% Average 
Increased speed of internationalization 1 1.23% Top 
Vicarious Learning 1 1.23% Soft 
-- Exploit startup funders 1 1.23% Soft 
Outcomes at accelerator level (outcome/presence number/percentage)  
Number of participants 18 22.22% Output 
Number of applicants 14 17.28% Output 
Startups survival rate 14 17.28% Average 
Funds provided to startups 10 12.35% Average 
Jobs created 5 6.17% Average 
Number of exits 4 4.94% Top 
Number of funded startups 4 4.94% Average 
Percentage receiving next-stage funding 5 6.17% Average 
Network extent 3 3.70% Output 
Return on investment 3 3.70% Output 
Graduating startups  2 2.47% Output 
Knowledge transfer 2 2.47% Top 
Access to ideas 1 1.23% Average 
Businesses started after graduation 1 1.23% Average 
Innovation culture within the home company 1 1.23% Top 
Long-term support 1 1.23% Top 
Number of external innovation partners 1 1.23% Output 
Odds to success in comparison to average survival rate 1 1.23% Average 
Organizational branding for the CA corporate accelerator company 1 1.23% Average 
Paying people for online access 1 1.23% Output 
51 
 
Percentage of startups obtaining funding 1 1.23% Average 
Rate of profitable startups 1 1.23% Average 
Reputation 1 1.23% Top 
Spun-out companies  1 1.23% Top 
Startups collaboration 1 1.23% Average 
Startups valuation 1 1.23% Top 
Transnational entrepreneurship development 1 1.23% Top 
Outcomes at ecosystem level (outcome/presence number/percentage)  
Network builder 31 38.27% Average 
Innovation enabler 18 22.22% Top 
Entrepreneurship culture 11 13.58% Soft 
Technology transfer 5 6.17% Top 
Economic wealth/development 5 6.17% Top 
Jobs created  3 3.70% Average 
Funding for economy  3 3.70% Average 
Knowledge spillover 2 2.47% Top 
New startups 2 2.47% Average 
-- Create a bubble 1 1.23% Top 
-- Divert talent from others 1 1.23% Top 
Ready to run ventures 1 1.23% Average 




Table 3: Sources dominant mechanisms 
Dominant mechanism Presences Percentage 
Acces&growth 25 30.86% 
Innovation 25 30.86% 
Learning 17 20.99% 
Acces&growth, Innovation 3 3.70% 
Access&growth, Learning 3 3.70% 
Validation 2 2.47% 
Validation, Innovation 1 1.23% 
Learning, Innovation 1 1.23% 
Learning, Validation 1 1.23% 










































A1: Pilot search 
R1: initial search constraints 
R2: Keywords  
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R3: 271 identified sources 
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